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Are you ready for it?

Most people study for exams without knowing
the exam strategies. 

 
We were taught in schools that as long as we
studied hard, we should do well in the exams.
Sorry to say this but that notion is not entirely

true!

Preparing for exams require techniques.
Most academic institutions spend a lot of
time educating the students but students

still find it hard to pass their exams.

Studying ≠ Passing Exam

Studying + Correct Exam Techniques =
Passing Exam

And if that exam is the most important
exam in your life, you better take it

seriously!



 
Hi, I’m Dr. Andy Ang 

MBBS, BMedSc, MSurg, ELP, FRACS, FAOrthA.
 

I’m an Orthopaedic surgeon sub-
specialised in upper limb and hand

surgery. 
I have helped and mentored many

medical students and junior
doctors to pursue careers of their
choice and become successful in

their chosen careers.

Who am I?



In this guide, I will share
with you time-tested tips
and tricks to pass your
next exam with flying

colours!



1.     Setting the goals
2.     Planning 
3.     Exam details 
4.     Syllabus 
5.     Your competitor
6.     Team sport
7.     Practise, Practise, Practise
8.     Reward & Motivation
9.     Ask for help
10.  Look after yourself

The step-by-step process in
preparing for your exam

Part 1



Part 2

The Winning Mentality 

Optimising Fear
Mental Fitness
Mindset of a Champion

1.
2.
3.



Setting the
goals

You are the architect of your own success.
You decide what is considered as

“successful” in your life and career. You
set your own goals and you follow it

through.

I suggest setting two types of goals- 
mini goals and your ultimate main goal.

Part 1



Mini goals are like small achievable goals
leading to your exam. For example,

finishing a chapter within an allocated time
frame, memorising that difficult topic,

doing the mock exams etc …you get my
drift.

The main goal is the ultimate goal you
want to achieve which is you celebrating
passing the exams. See I didn’t mention

just passing the exams. I want you to see
yourself holding that trophy, that

university or college scroll, or that final
certificate.

“I’m not training for the
season, I’m training for the

playoffs.”
LeBron James, one of the greatest basketball players in NBA

history.



This is the most important part of the
exam preparation. Everything needs

planning.
 Although you may think that you can

wing it without planning, you might not
always be that lucky as luck will

eventually run out.

Planning



Preparing for exams require strategic
planning. Start planning your to-do-list
weeks or months leading to the exams.

Start small then go hard.

Sun Tzu, The Art of War, cleverly stated
“Victorious warriors win first and then go
to war, while defeated warriors go to war

first and then seek to win.”



I called this “the battle”.  You need to
know the ins-and outs- of the battle

aka exam details-when, where, how to
get there, what to wear, what is

required, format (MCQs, Essays, Viva)
etc.

Make sure you fully understand these
and familiarise yourself with the

information. This is part of the
planning.

Exam details



Exam
syllabus

Now we know the “battle”. We need to
know our “weapons”. The exam syllabus

and the reading materials are the
“weapons” we need to know and how to

use them. I’m sorry there is no shortcut
to this. It is either you know them or you

don’t. If you don’t, you better start learning
them.



Your
Competitor

Your biggest and toughest competitor is
youself.

 We all have the mentality that we are
trying to compete with others. When you
fail to deliver the results, you will end up

feeling miserable. 

Instead, think differently. 
"My competitor is myself. I challenge

myself to achieve that successful result. In
doing so, I need to know my weaknesses and
address them". So, be honest with yourself-

know what you are good and bad at.



Believe it or not, preparing for
exams is a team sport. 

Some people prefer studying
alone. I’m not saying it is not the

right thing to do. 
But, studying with the RIGHT

people with the RIGHT attitude
and the RIGHT motivation can

accelerate your success in exams.

Team sport



Practise,
Practise,
Practise.

The most powerful word in exam success.
The more you practise, the better you will

be. 

In Malcolm Gladwell’s bestselling book-
Outliers- the 10, 000 hour rule is the magic
number of greatness. Don’t get me wrong.
You don’t need to spend that amount of
hours, but you need to practise, practise

and practise to succeed. Success doesn’t
come overnight.

Dolly Parton, American country music icon,
said “the way I see it, if you want the

rainbow, you gotta put up with the rain.”



Reward &
Motivation

Human brains are complex. Our brains
work towards a reward. So, if you attach

a reward after achieving a smaller goal,
you are more likely to motivate yourself to
achieve more smaller goals. And eventually

your main goal. Voila!



Help is around you. There are
books, ebooks and blogs on exam

success. Even professional coaching.
Just remember you are not alone.

Ask for help



Look after
yourself

You need to be strong physically and
mentally to go through the exam

preparation. You need to get enough rest,
eat well, stay hydrated, relax, stay fit and

take regular breaks. Your body is a temple.
Respect your body.



Optimising
Fear

We all have fears- fear of not finishing the
syllabus, fear of not being able to answer

the exam questions, fear of failing the
exam…etc. 

Instead of pushing the fear away, try to
acknowledge the fear, accept that we can’t

change it and to dial the fear to the
minimum background noise.

 That way, it will turn your fear into one
of the motivators.
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Mental
Fitness

Feed your mind a daily dose of
encouragement.

 Develop the daily habit of improving
yourself-either small or big improvement.

This will train your mind to focus on
success thus enhancing your self-

confidence and performance.



Mindset of A
Champion

Amy Cuddy popularized the phrase “Fake it until you
become it”. Instead “Don’t fake it, just become it”.

This shows authenticity and ability to think like a
champion. 

Imagine yourself passing the exam, throwing a big
post exam party, celebrating the result with your

family and friends. 

Practise that mindset every day.



What’s Next?

Congrats. You have now learned the tips
and tricks of passing the most important

exam of your life. 
Just remember, information without

action is useless. 

I wish you good luck in your coming exam!

Click here to learn more about career and exam
success

http://apley.com.au/
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